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Costruzioni integrate

Piglet safety
slide
Pig evoslide
The patented Pig Evoslide System is
designed to reduce neonatal mortality in the farrowing rooms because
of mother crushing. The Pig Evoslide
intervenes immediately after birth in
the delicate phase of the drying / recovery of strength. It works through a
selection /identification of the piglets
that are not able to react to the threat
of crushing by the mother. In simple
words the weaker piglets are isolated/
identified. Structurally speaking the Pig
Evoslide is an accessory to be integrated to the coated slat manufactured by
Evoteck on dimensional request of the
customer. It is a special stainless steel
container with coated steel parts,
placed laterally on a lower level that
welcomes the piglets immediately after birth. The piglets glide gently on an
inclined plane and are grouped on the
bottom of the container. The instinctive research of breast milk, pushes
the piglets to ascent the upper level.
The obstacle consisting of two steps
leading to the upper level on the floor
of the sow, is surpassed only by the
strongest piglets, the weakest remain
in the lower level in security, waiting
for the recovery / drying. After the
birth, the container is covered with a
grid and reused for another parturient
sow.

Structural drawing
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Piglet safety slide - Pig evoslide
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Phase 1
Sliding in the nest
During the farrowing the piglets slide
gently inside the grouping container and
rest during the drying phase in safely.

Phase 2
Ascent after the recovery
After having overcome the critical phase
of weakness after birth, and driven by
the call of the mother the piglets go
back upstairs in search of warmth and
nourishment.

Phase 3
Covering of the nest with grid
Completed the ascent phase the
container is extracted and placed in
another cage for a new farrowing. The
grid cover closes the opening to create a
unique floor level sow and piglets.
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